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I PREFACE

This report presents the results of an analytical modeling
study performed under Air Force Office of Scientific Research3 Contract No. F49620-93-C-0052 during the period from July 15, 1993
to January 15, 1994. The program, entitled "Structural Integrity
of Intelligent Materials and Structures," was funded as a Phase I

Small Business Innovative Research contract.

I The program manager and principal investigator for MSNW, Inc.
was Dr. Brian J. Sullivan. Dr. Craig A. Rogers of Paradigm, Inc.
served as a subcontractor to MSNW. Dr. Walter F. Jones (AFOSR/NA)
served as technical monitor for this contract.I

A considerable amount of assistance was provided by several
individuals during the course of this research. Dr. David John

Barrett of the Naval Air Warfare Center/Aircraft Division,

Warminster, PA was particularly helpful in providing pertinent

background material in the field of shape memory materials. Dr.
Barrett was also very willing to share the results of his modeling
efforts and to critique the micromechanical solutions of this work
as they became available. Drs. Dimitris C. Lagoudas and James G.3 Boyd of Texas A&M University were also very willing to share the
results of their shape memory composite micromechanical studies,3 including the theoretical developments and numerical solution data,
even before their papers were published. The help of all of these
individuals is gratefully acknowledged.
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I STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF INTELLIGENT

EKTERIALS AND 8TRUCTURE8

This Phase I Small Business Innovative Research program

focused on the development of micromechanical algorithms for shape

memory alloy composite materials. The composite cylinders

assemblage algorithm was utilized to determine the effective

thermomechanical properties of shape memory alloy composites. The

mathematical development based on this micromechanical model was

3 coded and exercised to predict the response of shape memory alloy

fiber/elastomer matrix composites to arbitrary mechanical and

thermal loadings. Graphs illustrating the response and information

acquired from the utilization of the models are contained within

* this report.

Equations were derived for characterizing the response of

elastic fiber/shape memory alloy matrix composites, also using the

composite cylinders assemblage method. This development is also

presented in this final report. The success of these two different

developments (i.e. shape memory alloy fiber/elastomer matrix

* composites and elastic fiber/shape memory alloy matrix composites)

has therefore demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing the

composite cylinders assemblage method to characterize the response

of shape memory alloy composites.

I As part of this effort, a test plan was formulated for
providing data to be used in the verification of the derived

3 mathematical models. Tests have been recommended for both
monolithic shape memory alloy materials and shape memory

fiber/elastomer matrix composites. The recommended tests would be

used to generate sufficient data to verify both the individual

3 constituent and unidirectional composite models for the

thermomechanical response of the shape memory materials.

I
I
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I Z]ODUCTION

I In recent years, the Department of Defense and other
government laboratories, and DoD prime contractors, have expended
considerable resources towards the development of intelligent
materials and structures. These materials and structures employing
them have the ability to modify both their shape and properties in

response to the thermomechanical environment. Internal and

government funded research efforts at Boeing, Martin Marietta,

McDonald-Douglas Aircraft, Grumman, and other companies have
resulted in the development of shape memory actuators for the3 control of space structures, the camber control of flaps, the
control of self-erectable space structures, and vibration control
of jet aircraft components. Work on embedded shape memory wires by

McAir, Martin Marietta, TRW, and others has been focused on the
control of stress, strain, and modulus at a local level and

vibration control at a macroscale level.

I Shape memory alloys (SMA) have been a major element of the
intelligent materials and structures research effort, and actuators3 for the control of structures have been designed on the basis of
their unique thermomechanical behavior. Examples include robot

hands and other robotic devices (1-3], radiator valves (4), helical

spring actuators (5], and beam vibration control actuators (6].

1 In order for an alloy to exhibit the shape memory effect
(SME), it must possess a crystal structure that can shift into a
configuration known as martensite when it experiences certain
temperatures and stresses, and then shift out of it into the
austenite phase at a higher temperature. For example, if SMA wire
is deformed plastically while in its low temperature martensite

phase, it will regain its original configuration upon heating,
through a phase transformation to the austenite crystal structure.

Significant forces and displacements accompany the return to the

original configuration, thereby making these materials attractive

* 2
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m for active control devices. Depending upon whether the SMA is in
its austenite or martensite phase, it exhibits substantially

different properties and has stress-strain curves of much different
appearance. Figure 1 (7] shows the temperature dependent

properties for the common SMA NiTi (Nitinol), while Figure 2 (8]

shows the temperature dependent stress-strain curves of a typical
NiTi. Figure 2 (j) through (p) also illustrates the phenomenon of
pseudo- or superelasticity typical of SMAs when stressed while in

their austenitic phase.

The design of SMA force and displacement actuators requires a

fundamental knowledge of the behavior of these materials. There

has been an extensive body of work focused on the development of
constitutive models describing the thermomechanical response

characteristics of SMAs. Examples include models based on the

phenomenology of stress-induced martensitic phase transformation
(9], SME thermodynamics and statistical physics (10), and the SME

m phase transformation as governed by the minimization of free energy
[11].

1 Liang and Rogers have developed one-dimensional (12] and
multidimensional (13] thermomechanical constitutive relations of

SMA materials, in which an internal variable of martensitic

fraction has been introduced to characterize the phase

transformation of SMA. These works [12,13] have characterized the
thermomechanical behavior, including phase transformations, of the

SNA materials in their monolithic form, and limited quantitative

and qualitative verification of their unified model has been
accomplished. Other researchers have also investigated3 constitutive relations for monolithic SMA including Graesser and
Cozzarelli (14-16], whose focus was on the description of the

hysteritic phenomenon and the uses of the nickel-titanium (NiTi)

SMA for energy absorbing devices. Most recently, Barrett (17] has3 been investigating constitutive relations of monolithic SMA

I3



I materials relative to tension-compression stress state history and
the associated effects on martensite to austenite transformations.

Many applications, however, call for the embedding of SMA
materials within structural components to sense and/or control the
mechanical response of the structures. The interaction of the SMA
materials with the surrounding materials involves complex
interactions in which the temperature and phase dependence of the

SMA properties will strongly affect stress and displacement

boundary conditions between the embedded SMA and its host material,
and the constituent residual stress states. These residual stress

m states, which depend on the transformation temperatures of the SMA
as well as the hybrid composite processing temperature, and
constituent stress states experienced during thermomechanical

loading could well lead to internal damage and premature fatigue
* mfailure of the embedded SMA materials and the composite system.

There exists a small body of work which has addressed the
mechanics of the interactions between the SMA elements and the host
materials they are embedded within. Rogers and his co-workers
[18,19) have examined at a macroscale level the behavior of
composite plates with SMA reinforcements and devised a rudimentary

approach (20] to predicting properties and responses of lamina and
laminates employing embedded SMA actuators. More recently Boyd and

Lagoudas [21] and Lagoudas, Boyd, and Bo [22] have developed
micromechanical models based on the Mori-Tanaka scheme as well as
finite element methods for predicting the response of

unidirectional shape memory alloy fiber/elastomer matrix composites
subjected to arbitrary mechanical and thermal loadings. As
required by the micromechanics models, these works (21,22] have
incorporated the individual constituent properties and stress

m states in predicting the effective response of the composite

material.

*4I
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I Applications exist in which composite materials employing SMA

constituents are preferable to monolithic SMA materials. These are

Sapplications which involve the need for:

a) shape memory materials that transition over a narrow

temperature range (e.g. approximately 10 C),

*b) shape memory materials that transition at high temperatures

(e.g. approximately 1500C),

c) shape memory materials with working strengths up to or

exceeding approximately 690 Mpa (100 Ksi), and

d) shape memory materials with improved heat dissipation

capabilities.

I In order to allow designs utilizing SMA composites to be
initiated, thermomechanical mathematical characterization of such

* materials must be developed for engineering design efforts.

Accordingly, the objectives of the Phase I effort were twofold:I
1) Develop rigorous micromechanical algorithms for characterizing

the effective thermomechanical properties and constituent

stresses and displacements of composite materials employing

SMA constituents, and

2) Develop test plans for verifying the composite material

I models.

Ia 5



TECHNICAL APPROACH

m This section begins with a description of the overall behavior

of monolithic SMAs and the constitutive relations used to

characterize these materials. Following this, the development of

the micromechanical algorithm for SMA fiber/elastomer matrix

m unidirectional composites is presented.

Monolithic Shape Memory Alloy Materials

SSMA materials exhibit the so-called "superelastic" response

through a crystalline level transformation between the austenite

(A) phase and the martensite (M) phase. SMA materials possess a

m high strain capability with the ability to remember and return to

the elastic domain of the initial state (A or M) through the action

of imposed stress and/or temperature. Figure 3 [23] is a schematic

representation of the transformations between the parent austenite

phase and the martensite phase occurring under the action of

temperature changes and mechanical loads.

The martensitic fraction (t) is the quantity of the SMA in the

martensitic phase: E=O indicates that the material is fully

austenite, while E=1 indicates that the material is fully

martensite. The martensitic fraction changes as a function of

temperature under stress-free conditions. This is shown

schematically in Figure 4 [24], where in transitioning from

austenite to martensite on cooling, the martensite phase begins to

appear at the martensite start temperature M, and the A-M

transformation is complete on further cooling to the martensite

finish temperature Mf. When the material is fully martensite and

is heated, the austenite phase begins to appear at the austenite

m start temperature A, and the M-A transformation is complete when

heating is continued to the austenite finish temperature Af.

*6
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I More generally, the martensitic fraction is known to change as

a function of both stress a and temperature T. A variety of laws

have been used to track the martensitic fraction (a,T), including
linear (17], exponential (21], and cosine (12]. To illustrate, for
the cosine law, the martensitic fraction during M-A transformation

is determined from the expression

1 -[cos(aA(T-As) + bAa) +1) (1)

where

i • aA
aAaS" bA -A (2)

Similarly during A-! transformation, the martensitic fraction is

computed using

1[cos(am(7-Mf) + bma) + 1] (3)
2

i where

a. - , b. a. (4)

3 In equations (2) and (4), CA and CM represent material constants of

the SMA material which determine the influence of stress on

transition temperatures. Figure 5 [24] illustrates how transition

temperatures change as a function of stress and temperature,

depending on a and B. The constants Cm and CA are related to a and

B by the expressions

CM= tan a, CA = tan (5)

Figures 6, 7 [21], and 8 show how the different transformation laws
affect the shape of the monolithic SMA stress-strain curve during
an isothermal tensile loading cycle which is sufficiently high to

induce A-M transformation on loading, and which takes place at a

I 7
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I temperature which allows a portion of the SMA to return to
austenite on unloading.

one-Dimensional Constitutive ModelingI
The most simple form of the one-dimensional SMA constitutive3 equation is given by [12]

da = D dE + 0 dT - 0 dt (6)

I or

3-a0 = D(F-.o) + 8(T-T) + Q(a-to) (7)

whereI
D = the one-dimensional Young's modulus,3I e = the thermoelastic tensor, and
n = the transformation tensor.

I Also the subscript 0 indicates the initial or previous values of
each quantity. The transformation strain can be explained by
reference to Figure 9 [12), which shows the loading portion of the
stress-strain curve for a SMA material. Upon loading to the point
t=l, the material is fully martensitic, and response continues to
be elastic until plastic slip occurs within the martensitic phase.3 If we unload prior to plastic response, the maximum recoverable
martensitic strain, or the recovery strain limit ELI can be derived

3 from

L =(8)

Experimental results have shown that this recovery strain limit EL

is almost a coinstant between Mf and A,. This recovery strain limit
is therefore considered a temperature-independent material constant3 and is typically specified by manufacturers of SMA materials. The

38
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I above equation thus provides an indirect approach to determine the

phase transformation tensor n.

Equation (6) together with equations (1) and (3) determine the

3 response of one-dimensional SMA materials such as wires. As shown
in Figure 10, the Young's modulus of SMA material varies

significantly. Comparison between Figure 10 and Figure 4 leads to

the following relation of the martensitic fraction and the Young's1 modulus:

D = DA + g (DM-DA) 
(9)

I where Dm is the Young's modulus within the martensitic phase and DA

is the modulus within the austenitic phase. A similar relationship

can be written for the thermoelastic tensor e.

Three-Dimensional Constitutive Eguations

Since the complete micromechanics of SMA composites will
involve all elements of the stress and strain tensors, an extension

of the one-dimensional SMA constitutive equation must be available.

The works of Liang and logers (13], Graesser and Cozzarelli [16],
and Lagoudas and his co-workers (21,22] were each examined for

5 their possible implementation within a micromechanics algorithm.

It was determined that the latter representation was most amenable

3 to this and was therefore adapted for use in the micromechanical
developments which follow. While Lagoudas employs an exponential

relationship of martensitic fraction with stress and temperature,

the cosine law as given by equations (1) through (4) was retained
here.

In the case of a three-dimensional stress and strain state,
the martensitic volume fraction dependence on stress and

temperature are expressed as follows. If the M-A transformation

3 starts from a state that has mixed austenite and martensite phases,

I I9



I denoted as (tM, Tm), the martensitic fraction is determined from

the expression

L= [cos(aA(T-As) + b,) + 1] (10)
2

If the A-M transformation starts from the mixed state (QA, TA), the
relevant expression is

= _-_Acos~am(T-Mr) + bjý]+ 1+A(11)

In equations (10) and (11), aA and b. are again given by equation

(2) and am and bm are obtained from equation (4). Thus the three-

dimensional equations for t were obtained from the one-dimensional
forms by replacing the one-dimensional stress a by the effective

stress a, where = ,j and the deviatoric stress j is

given by Okk 3 i

Assuming that response will remain elastic, the three-
dimensional form of the stress-strain equation may be written as

I ij = Cijklol = Cijki (ekl- 4 1_-klA7.T) (12)

where Cj, eii, 4ij, and AT are the elastic strain, the total

I infinitesimal strain, the transformation strain, and AT = T-To,

where T. is the stress-free reference temperature. The elastic

stiffness tensor Cijki and the thermoelastic expansion tensor

nij are given by

Cijkl = Cikl + 9 (CikI-Cijk9 (13)

I 10
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I and

S= +A Mj--•a) (14)

respectively. In describing the response of SMA materials,

incremental constitutive equations are used, as in (6). Taking the

time derivative of (12) results in the equation

I =ij Cijklkli + 6ijklF-l (15)

* or

611 = C.Jkl (@kl-ki-tkIT-•k1!_A71 +(ýijklEkl (6

I The three-dimensional transformation strain rate tt is obtained
i from

f mj4  A1ji 
(17)

where

A1i = (18)

62:1,"E t < 0ID
and where e • c -a (DD + DA) is the average elasticI whand=D 2

modulus. Returning to (16), the elastic stiffness tensor Cijkl and

thermal expansion tensor aij are given by (13) and (14),

respectively. The rates C1ijkl and Aij may be obtained from (13) and

(14) using the chain rule for the time derivative of ý, i.e.

-T ra - (19)

Equations (13), (14), (17), and (19) can be substituted into (16)

to provide

I
* 11 i|



dj =cl#-kl - CijklakT + j (20)
kj CAkl E~. ~kLM OA (1

= (Cik-CMk1)cE1 - Ci~k,(a~i-al) AT - CijkiAkl (21)

Collecting the terms containing 61 , (20) may be rewritten as

Sij + Gijkl,61 = Cljkltkl + Rijt (22)

where

GjjZ--,jC-3 Gl-k (23)

Rij-- uCjklakl (24,

and

at 3 k :- * (25)I/

3 has been used. The deviatoric stress in (22) can be eliminated by

using gie = 6 6k1- -".6"8kL. Contracting the (ij) indices in (22)
I gives

6 ,•, 1  --- G•- m)-Ca, O'kl + R,8 G,,gkl 6 k, (26)
3

3 Substituting (26) into (22) then gives the result

1
I
I
3 1

I l• , m I
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(-r, + G1 ij) ai- = Cnk+kl + R,,T (27)

I In the results appearing later in this report, equation (27) has
been used to characterize the three-dimensional stress-strain

3 response of monolithic shape memory alloy materials. For any
applied stress and temperature history, (27) is solved for the

elements of the three-dimensional strain rate tensor tkl, which are

then integrated to provide strains as a function of applied stress

* and temperature.

Shape Memory Alloy Com2osites

In addition to having access to a three-dimensional

description of SMA constitutive relations, a suitable
micromechanical formulation must be used to describe the mechanical
and thermal response of SMA composites. The next two sections of

this report contain an overview discussion of available

micromechanical techniques, followed by the mathematical

development of shape memory alloy composite stress-strain

equations. Finally, the assumptions inherent in the shape memory

alloy composite model are described at the end of this section.

3 Discussion of Micromechanical Methods

3 Thermomechanical constitutive relations of composite materials
employing SMA constituents may be characterized by a number of3 micromechanical techniques, including the Mori-Tanaka scheme [25),

as used in the works of Lagoudas and his co-workers [21,22), the
composite cylinders assemblage (CCA) method (26,27], and the

generalized self-consistent scheme (28,29]. Finite element
analysis of repeating elements of periodic arrays, including both
square and hexagonal, has also been performed to calculate
effective composite properties and stress-strain relations of

3 unidirectional composites.

313



I The Mori-Tanaka approach is a valid micromechanical method and
can be applied to the case when the reinforcement varies in shape

from spheres to platelets or rods. Analysis of the results of the

Mori-Tanaka approach, for the case of elastic fibers in elastic

matrices, has indicated a close match with results from other

micromechanical methods and with available measured data, when the

volume fraction of the reinforcement phase is low, for example

under 30% [30]. Beyond v,=0.3, the Mori-Tanaka results diverge from

predictions made by other schemes and with experimental data.

In the case of the CCA method (26,27], the unidirectional

composite is considered as an assemblage of composite cylinders.

As shown in Figure 11 (26], the composite cylinders have varying

diameters but a constant 1/d. ratio, thus allowing the space of the

composite to be completely filled in the limit as df/d, becomes

vanishingly small. A rigorous elasticity solution is performed for

the composite or heterogeneous cylinder subjected to mechanical and

thermal loadings. For these loadings, the properties of a

homogeneous, transversely isotropic cylinder are sought, such that
an external observer could not distinguish the response of the

heterogeneous cylinder from that of the replacement homogeneous
cylinder. The properties of the homogeneous, transversely3 isotropic cylinder are then the effective composite properties of
the unidirectional composite.

I The CCA approach gives closed form, exact solutions for the
axially symmetric properties, including the axial or fiber

direction Young's modulus EA of the composite, the axial Poisson's

ratio PA, the axial shear modulus GA, the transverse bulk modulus

k, and both the axial and transverse coefficients of thermal
expansion (CTE) aA and aT. One of the drawbacks of this approach,

3 however, is that it only bounds the transverse moduli (ET or GT).

The generalized self-consistent scheme (28,29] provides a single3 closed form expression for the transverse shear modulus GT. This

*14
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I result consistently falls between the upper and lower bounds

provided by the CCA method, although a rigorous proof ensuring this

has not been performed.

In the generalized self-consistent scheme (GSCS), a single

composite cylinder is embedded within the effective homogeneous

material, as shown in Figure 12 [29]. The properties of the
effective material which allow continuity of displacements and

tractions across the interface between the matrix (aSrSb) and the

effective material to be satisfied are sought.

I Both the CCA and GSCS methods have been used in this work.
The CCA method provides closed form exact expressions for four of

the five moduli and both of the CTEs needed to fully describe a

transversely isotropic material. The GSCS method has been used to

provide a single closed form solution for the fifth elastic moduli.
The CCA and GSCS were selected to describe the micromechanics of
the SMA composites due to the relative simplicity of the physical

arguments behind these methods, as well as their reliable
performance at high reinforcement volume fractions.

Constitutive Eauations of SMA Fiber/Elastomer Matrix CompositesI
Since the composite shape memory response is obtained from

phase transformations occurring within the SMA fiber, the state of

stress and strain in the fiber must be tracked during

thermomechanical loading of the SMA composite. A convenient method

for accomplishing this is to use the phase average relation [31] in

rate form

I
I
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i V(28)

-fW ei + .4. + &AT)A7 + .t1 + a, t

where the superscripts *, f, m refer to the effective composite,
fiber, and matrix, respectively, and the superscripts e and3 t indicate elastic and transformation strain quantities, as before.
The quantities vf and v. refer to the volume fraction of fiber and

matrix, respectively, and sum to one. Using the relations

te= Sf f f (29)ii = ijk16kfl + Sljkl('kl (9

=1 S7ki k (30)

I Iand also

3f = Afi(31)

equation (28) may be written as

I = v(Sjkl 6 ' + Sý,klokp + =+ af + dtf AT) + V=(Sj'kl6+a

(32)

If the phase average stress rate equation

611I = iei + Vm67j (33)

is used, (32) may be written in the form

v£ (SjfjklE!4 1 + -ý,jk1Gfkj + Afj'+ a4jj' + AjT

I + v [s,- .(t!,-Vfifi) + a•] t Sit i,; (34)

+ 4ýjl~k + Ajj+ aiji + *T

Swhere the total composite infinitesimal strain rate tij has been

expressed in elastic, transformational, and thermal expansion
strain rates. Since SMA composite transformations occur depending

I16
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I upon the stress-strain history of the fiber, (34) is rearranged in

terms of the unknown fiber stress rate 611 as

Vt. (tSlitki - SOk-1) '41 = (Sijkl - Si'Jk-) 6;1z +. 'ijkl 0 ~k1IV 1  "1 o + (G;j-v -f a' Vm a t" (35)
-vf Sýijkl k j i

+ ( -v,&jj) fAT + cAjj-v aj-.

where in (34) and (35),

tfi = (SI~jk -ijk.1) (36Ijk ij

itf =( f - Af
1; = (S=l--tk)~ (36

I
and

S+ aC. a f (37)

and as in the previous sections on monolithic SMA, the superscripts

A and M refer to the austenite and martensite response phases.3 Rearranging (35) and using the compliance and thermal expansion
rate expressions of (36),

f [ -Sij ~-v(Si 1 - S•1 )'4
-f (Si" A* ff A+LSi~k i~k * k ik)ak (38)

(•i-aA*_ VaT mi + vfciZ) AT- (A~j-vfAi)

(SIjk ,- Sifk1) o.k* + (4 -Vt•aj -vmaj)

Then substituting (37) into (38) and rearranging further,
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+f [-. SIf F; _ VS (SAt Mt f

Vf. (Slifkl - S'Ijkl 6k12 (".ljk - SiMkl ~'Sjkl -Slijk) Cykf

I&_1_"M+'A) T (Asj- v. Af) - f-
(39)

-(Slitz -Simiki) 6:1 + { (C9Gi -Vf a j -Vm5Mij) ;l- (S iWklSk)0 k1

Si * x f~)A - (A,!i- vf Afj] A-

i where

if6f 2aIf-Ul It I f 2aItf- If

1122 -(33 + f. -011 +2022 033

f 2 .0 f23 
23

+:: a 12 +6:12 (40)
33 / - .3 (13 216f 3o 1 -- i

23 + 31 f

At this point 16 from (40) is substituted into (39), and the

resulting simultaneous equations are solved for the elements of the

stress rate tensor 61- The fiber stress rate tensor 6f is then

I used in (40) to compute the fiber effective stress rate Wf, after

which the martensitic fraction rate is determined from (37).

Finally, tle composite strain rate tensor kj is obtained from the

sum of the composite elastic, thermal, and transformation strain

rates as

Ii = Sijk'4k~ + Slikilakj + ajt+ & 1 3AT + Ajj(41)

or, using (36)I
I
U
I 18
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SIk = . + (SiMk'1j-SApikl) E41
(42)

The procedure outlined above enables all elements of the

composite strain rate tensor tj to be determined for an arbitrary

I three-dimensional composite stress rate 60 and an applied

temperature and temperature rate history. Strains as a function of

time, and therefore stress and temperature, are determined by
integrating (42).

Assumptions of Shave Memory Alloy Composite Model

Prior to the completion of the SMA composite model, several
assumptions must be made to complete the development. First, it is

assumed that the stress-free phase transition temperatures (1f, M',

A,, and Af) are unchanged from those of the monolithic SMA material.

Note that the composite stress-free temperature is theoretically at
or in the vicinity of the temperature at which the SMA composite is3 cured. When cooled from this process temperature, the composite is
in a state of residual stress which, in and of itself, induces3 changes in the phase transition temperatures due to the dependence
of these temperatures on stress (see Figure 5).

I Secondly, it is assumed that composite phase transformation
occurs when the SMA fiber changes phase. Since the composite can

effectively transition only when its SMA constituents undergo a
phase transition, this is a very reasonable assumption. In order
to implement this, the fiber stress state must be computed from the
applied composite stresses using the phase average stress model.3 This requirement was implemented in the development of the
preceding section.

1
3 1
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i Lastly, the standard CCA model assumption that the fiber axial
strain is equal to the composite axial strain must be utilized.
This leads to the determination of the composite thermoelastic

tensor since the fiber recovery strain limit ef must equal the

I composite recovery strain limit ej, thereby providing the equation

-o = -E --- " (43)

where Df is the average fiber Young's modulus and D" is the

average composite axial Young's modulus. Thus the quantity-_-"

required for the computation of A,! is available from (43).

i
I
i
i
i
i
I
i
I
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I RESULTS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS

m Results for both the monolithic and composite shape memory

alloy materials have been obtained using the models detailed above.

3 Note that all remaining results in this report have been generated

using the cosine transformation rules of equations (10) and (11).

3 Results are shown first for the monolithic SMA materials. These

solutions have been obtained by integrating (27) using the fourth-

order Runge-Kutta method of numerical integration, with Gil's

technique applied to minimize round-off errors [32).

3 Results for Monolithic ShaDe Memory Materials

The axial stress-strain response of monolithic Nitinol (NiTi)

shape memory alloy under isothermal loading conditions is shown in

Figure 13. The material properties used to represent NiTi are

shown on this fijure and in Table 1. Curves showing the response

obtained at three separate temperatures (28 0 C, 350C, and 51 0 C) are

indicated on this graph. The different temperatures affect the

austenite elastic limit on initial loading, with isothermal loading

m at the highest temperature (51 0 C) requiring the most stress prior
to initiating A-M transition. Isothermal loading at 51 0 C also

m results in the highest stress for the A-M transition to be
completed. Upon unloading at 51 0 C, M-A transition begins at

m approximately 100 Mpa, and the M-A transition begins to occur at
about 30 Mpa for unloading at 35 0 C. Complete unloading in the case

of 280C does not result in any M-A phase transition.

The AL/L versus temperature response of monolithic NiTi SMA

under stress-free conditions is shown in Figure 14. The

temperature history used to obtain the response was T=29-0-55-29 0 C.

3 The shape of this thermal strain curve is easily understood when
the phase transition temperatures are considered. Upon cooling

3 from 290C, the AL/L curve is initially linear until the temperature

reaches 23 0 C, the martensite start temperature. Further cooling

3 21
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I induces continued A-M transformation which is finally complete by

50C. At this temperature the curve resumes a linear form with a

smaller slope than the initial (290C-23 0 C) cooling portion, since

am is considerably smaller than a^ (6.6 versus 11 ppm/°C). On

3 heating from 00 C, the thermal strain is linear with temperature at

a rate of 6.6 ppm/°C until the temperature reaches 290C, the

austenite start temperature. The curve is nonlinear from 29°C to

510C when it returns to a linear form, since the austenite finish

temperature has been reached and the material is now fully

austenite. For the rest of the temperature history (51-55-290C),

the thermal strain versus temperature curve is linear with a slope

of 11 ppm/°C, the CTE of the austenite phase.

Figure 15 illustrates the effect of isothermally loading a

monolithic NiTi SMA beyond the elastic stress limit to a value of

110 MPa, at which point the material has experienced a small

percentage of A-M phase transformation. The material is then

unloaded elastically. Upon reloading, additional A-M phase

transition will not occur until the stress exceeds 110 MPa. This
indicates that the stress required to induce further transformation

3 has "hardened." Additional unload/reload cycles are also shown on
this plot for higher values of martensitic fraction, with a final

I unload cycle at E=1. Note that the slope of the unload/reload

curves becomes increasingly smaller, reflecting the decrease in

elastic modulus as the material becomes increasingly more

martensitic.

I The shape memory effect for the monolithic NiTi SMA is
illustrated in Figures 16 and 17. Figure 16 shows the first step

3 of the process, which is an isothermal stress cycle of sufficient
intensity to induce complete (E=1) phase transformation. Note

I that, as in Figure 13, no M-A phase transformation occurs on
unloading for T=To=28 0 C. Figure 17 shows that as the temperature

is increased from 28 0 C, the material returns to the austenite phase

* 22
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I by the time the temperature reaches 510 C. The phase transition is
accompanied by a full strain recovery.

Results for SMA Fiber/Elastomer Matrix CompositesI
The procedure outlined in the section on constitutive

equations of SMA fiber/elastomer matrix composites has been used to
obtain the results which follow. As in the case of the monolithic

SMA, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with Gil's modification

has been performed to integrate (42), thus providing the composite
strain history as a function of applied stress and temperature.

Figures 18 and 19 show the results of the CCA method of this

report for the case of an isothermal tensile stress applied in the
fiber direction at 350C. Figure 18 shows the axial stress versus
axial strain, while Figure 19 shows the axial stress versus

transverse strain. In these two figures the CCA method results are
compared to both the Mori-Tanaka (M-T) solution and finite element

results obtained from the analysis of a square periodic array (22].
The M-T and finite element results have incorporated the
exponential phase transition rule, while the CCA results shown here

have utilized the cosine transformation rule. Principal

differences in the results of the three methods include the stress

and strain at which the composite fully transitions to martensite3 and the stress and strain at which M-A transitioning begins upon
unloading. On loading, the elastic stress limit appears identical

for the CCA and M-T solutions and the response immediately after

this point differs in the same fashion in which exponential and
cosine transformation rule results differ for monolithic SMAs. On

continued loading, the M-T solution appears to reach full

martensite much earlier than either the finite element or CCA3 results, which have the same stress at full transition, although
their composite strains at full martensite are different. The CCA3 results indicate greater compliance than the finite element
results, but some of this may be due to the use of a square

3 23
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I periodic array as opposed to a hexagonal repeating element model.
On complete unloading, all three methods give approximately the

same axial and transverse composite strains. Generally speaking,
the differences between all three curves are due to variations in

3 the manner in which fiber and matrix stress states are computed,
which is different for each micromechanical technique. The overall

3 character of the three curves is, however, very similar.

Figure 20 shows the composite level stress-free thermal

response curve for the NiTi fiber/elastomer matrix, with 290C
considered to be the stress-free temperature of the unidirectional

constituents. This means that at any temperature other than the

initial 290C state, the composite constituents will experience

stresses due to their thermal expansion mismatch. On cooling, the

composite begins to transition to martensite at a temperature

slightly above 23 0 C, and the transformation appears complete by

150C. This is as opposed to the NiTi fiber stress-free transition

temperatures of M,=23 0 C and Mf=50C, and the differences are entirely

due to the thermally induced stresses in the NiTi fiber due to the
CTE mismatch between the fiber and the matrix. Since the composite

has not experienced any M-A transformation on heating from 0°C, the

thermal strain is linear with temperature and will be slightly

smaller when it returns to 290C.

The unidirectional composite shape memory effect (SME) for a

0.2 fiber volume fraction composite is illustrated in Figures 21

and 22. As in the monolithic material, the first step of the SME

is an isothermal stress cycle that induces phase transformation

which is not recovered on unloading. Figure 22 shows the second

step of the process, which is the complete recovery of the
transformation strain on heating. The small strain remaining is a

3 thermal expansion strain. There are two important aspects to the
SME results, both of which appear in Figure 22. First, the

composite M-A transition temperatures are considerably higher than
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I the NiTi stress-free A, and Af temperatures. This is entirely due
to the stress in the fiber induced from thermal mismatch.

Secondly, unlike the thermal recovery in the case of the monolithic
material shown in Figure 17, the composite recovery occurs almost

instantaneously once the M-A phase transformation begins. This was

first observed by Boyd and Lagoudas (21], who noted that once

3 transformation is initiated, a self-perpetuating cycle of fiber

effective stress decreases leading to t decreases occurred. As the

reductions in fiber effective stresses took place, the effective

composite A temperature dropped to the point where full M-A

transformation occurred at essentially A.

The situation changes, however, as the fiber volume fraction

increases. Results for the composite SME for a 0.6 fiber volume

fraction SHA composite are shown in Figures 23 and 24. As shown in

3 Figure 24, the transformation is not instantaneous for the higher

fiber volume fraction composite. This is due to the fact that as

3 the fiber volume fraction increases, the fiber effective stress on
complete unloading of the composite is considerably reduced from

its value in the low fiber volume fraction composites, as shown in

Figure 25. The lower fiber effective stress allows a more gradual

transition and a recovery which resembles that of the monolithic

material. Effective unidirectional NiTi fiber/elastomer matrix
composite austenitic phase temperatures as a function of the NiTi

3 fiber volume fraction, obtained from simulating the composite shape
memory effect, are shown in Figure 26.

I
I
I
I
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U TZST PL•NS FOR MODEL VERIFICATION

3 In order to verify the mathematical models, testing must be

performed on both monolithic SMA materials and composites made

using SMA constituents. There is a need for multi-dimensional

constitutive relation development which differentiates between

tensile and compressive normal stresses, since there is some
concern [17,21] that the sign of the fiber axial stress may affect

the manner in which phase transformations occur. For example,

results such as those shown in Figure 26, which depend entirely on

the fiber effective stress with no regard to whether the fiber is

I in tension or compression, may not be valid. Considerable

confidence exists for SMA constitutive laws in which the SMA

material is in a state of tension. The same level of confidence

does not exist for SMA materials either entirely in compression or

experiencing tensile-compressive stress cycling. Since the SMA

fiber will be in residual compression on cooling from composite

fabrication for the high CTE elastomer matrix materials, more

information about monolithic SMA material response for non-tensile

load states must be available, even before the composite SMA

3 material model can be veritied.

3 Once monolithic SMA material testing has been concluded,

composite tests can be conducted, the most important of which will

3 focus on fiber dominated responses. Mechanical loading in the

fiber direction, composite stress-free fiber direction strain

versus temperature, and shape memory effect tests should all be

conducted.

3 It should also be noted that the SMA fiber composition should

be well characterized with respect to the Ni and Ti percentages in

3 the Nitinol alloy. Obviously, the exact same composition Nitinol

must be present in the NiTi fibers as was used to characterize the

3 monolithic material response. In addition, the response of the
elastomer matrix used in the composite fabrication and testing
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I should be completely measured at all anticipated strain levels
expected in the composite testing.

Table 2 contains the recommended test matrix for verification

of monolithic and composite shape memory material models.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
i
i
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I cCONCLUSIONS AND RZCONNZNDATION8

m All technical objectives stated as goals at the initiation of
the Phase I program were met during performance of the program.
The analytical developments required to complete this effort
resulted in significant new information which adds to the state-of-
the-art of the relatively new field of micromechanical modeling of
SMA composites. The following paragraphs summarize the primary

mconclusions of the Phase I program.

The feasibility of using the composite cylinders assemblage

(CCA) micromechanical method to characterize the response of shape
memory alloy (SMA) composites was demonstrated in the Phase I
effort. Equations were derived for characterizing the response of

unidirectional SMA fiber/elastic matrix composites utilizing the
CCA method. Analytical results using the CCA approach compared
favorably to results for identical problems obtained by Mori-Tanaka
and finite element analyses. The model was also exercised to

predict stress-free composite SMA thermal strain versus temperature
response, and simulations of the shape memory effect (SHE) were
conducted for several different fiber volume fraction composites.
These numerical solutions pointed out that stress-free SHE thermal
recovery occurs isothermally at low fiber volume fractions. This
result can be explained in the context of the mathematical phase
transition laws; however it may not be physically realistic.

Additional equations were derived for characterizing the
response of elastic fiber/shape memory alloy matrix composites,
also using the CCA method. This development is contained in the

m report appendix.

3 The mathematical modeling performed here indicates the promise
of shape memory composites in meeting needs identified by ARPA

m [33,34] in the area of shape memory actuators, including SMA
materials with a narrow transition range, SMA materials that
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I transition at high temperatures, and SMA materials with improved

heat dissipation capabilities. As shown in Figure 26, the narrow

transition range materials may be achievable with SMA composites if
the transformation law dependence on the SMA constituent effective

stress is correct. SMA materials that transition at high

temperatures are also possible using SMA composites, due to the

3 high residual stresses from processing. The transition
temperatures indicated in Figure 26 were derived using a composite

stress-free temperature of only 250C. A more realistic stress-free

temperature defined by processing conditions will result in even

higher transition temperatures. Lastly, SMA materials with

improved heat dissipation capabilities may be possible using SMA
composites through the placement of high conductivity particles or

3 whiskers, such as graphite. Discontinuous forms of high
conductivity graphite are necessary, as opposed to graphite fibers,

3 due to the high strain capability of the SMA and the low strain-to-

failure properties of graphite fibers.

I A test plan was formulated to provide data for verification of
both the monolithic material models and the composite SMA models.

As noted above, some concern exists regarding the validity of the
current constitutive modeling of SMA materials, particularly when

i compressive stress states exist. Since composite materials
employing SMA constituents will experience residual compressive

3 stresses, further work must be performed to validate or correct
existing monolithic SMA constitutive models. After this has been

accomplished, any required changes to the SMA composite

micromechanics can be performed, at which point the SMA composite
test data can be used to validate the micromechanical models.

I
I
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I Table 1. SMA fiber and elastomer matrix properties

I
NiTi Material Properties

"DA = 30.0 x 103 MPa

Sm" = 13.0 x 103 MPa

v = 0.33

aA = 11.0 x 10- 6/ 0 C

a £= 6.6 x 10-6/*C
M, = 23°C

Mr= 5 0 C

A= 20 0 C

SAf = 51°C

-m = 11.3 MPa/OC

CA = 4.5 MPa/0 CI = -0.91 x 103 MPa

3 Polymer Material Properties

D = 2.0 x 103 MPa3 v = 0.45
a = 75 x 10-(/°C

I
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I Monolithic Nitinol SMA Response at 400C
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Figure 6. Monolithic Nitinol SMA Isothermal Stress-Strain Response
Using Linear Phase Transformation Rule.
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Figure 7. Monolithic Nitinol SMA Isothermal Stress-Strain Response

Using Exponential Phase Transformation Rule [21).
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Figure 8. Monolithic Nitinol SMA Isothermal Stress-Strain Response3 Using Cosine Phase Transformation Rule.
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Figure 10. Young's Modulus of a Nitinol Vs. Temperature (12].
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Figure 11. Conceptual Diagram of the Composite Cylinders

Assemblage Method (26].
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MONOLITHIC NiTi SHAPE MEMORY MATERIAL RESPONSE

S70Isothermal Loading
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Figure 13. Axial Stress-Strain Response of Monolithic NiTi SMA
Under Isothermal Loading Conditions.
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I MONOLITHIC NiTi SHAPE MEMORY MATERIAL RESPONSE

05Stress-Free Thermal Loading
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Figure 14. Thermal Strain Versus Temperature Response of
Monolithic NiTi SMA Under Stress-Free Conditions.
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3 MONOLITHIC NiTI SHAPE MEMORY MATERIAL RESPONSE

Isothermal Loading
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U Figure 15. Phase Change Hardening of Monolithic NiTi SMA Under
Isothermal Loading.
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i MONOLITHIC NiTi MATERIAL SHAPE MEMORY EFFECT

i 5Step 1 - Isothermal Stress Cycle
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Figure 16. Shape Memory Effect For Monolithic NiTi SMA: Step 1
- Isothermal Stress Cycle.
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I MONOLITHIC NiTi MATERIAL SHAPE MEMORY EFFECT

Step 2 - Stress-Free Thermal Recovery
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Figure 17. Shape Memory Effect f or Monolithic NiTi SMA: Step 2
-Stress-Free Thermal Recovery.
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i UNIDIRECTIONAL SHAPE MEMORY COMPOSITE RESPONSE

NiTi Fiber/Elastomer Matrix; Isothermal Loading @ 355C
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Figure 18. Axial Stress Versus Axial Strain for Isothermal
* Loading of Unidirectional Shape Memory Composite.
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I UNIDIRECTIONAL SHAPE MEMORY COMPOSITE RESPONSE

NiTi Fiber/Elastomer Matrix; Isothermal Loading @ 35°C
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Figure 19. Axial Stress Versus Transverse Strain for
Isothermal Loading of Unidirectional Shape Memory
Composite.
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I UNIDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITE STRESS FREE THERMAL RESPONSE

NiTi Fiber/Elastomer Matrix; T = 29 0 C
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Figure 20. Composite Stress-Free Thermal Strain Versus

Temperature Response for Unidirectional Shape

Memory Composite.
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I UNIDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITE SHAPE MEMORY EFFECT
Step 1 - Isothermal Stress Cycle; vf = 0.2
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Figure 21. Shape Memory Effect for Unidirectional NiTi
Fiber/Elastomer Matrix Composite at vf = 0.2; Step
1 - Isothermal Stress Cycle.
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I UNIDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITE SHAPE MEMORY EFFECT

* Step 2 - Composite Stress-Free Thermal Recovery; vf =0.2
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Figure 22. Shape Memory Effect for Unidirectional NiTi
Fiber/Elastomer Matrix Composite at vf = 0.2; Step

I 2 - Thermal Recovery.
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I UNIDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITE SHAPE MEMORY EFFECT

Step 1 - Isothermal Stress Cycle; vf = 0.6
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SFigure 23. Shape Memory Effect for Unidirectional NiTi

Fiber/Elastomer Matrix Composite at v,, = 0.6 ; Step

1-Isothermal Stress Cycle.
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I UNIDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITE SHAPE MEMORY EFFECT
i Step 2 - Composite Stress-Free Thermal Recovery; vf = 0.6
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Figure 24. Shape Memory Effect for Unidirectional NiTi
Fiber/Elastomer Matrix Composite at vf = 0.6; Step
2 - Thermal Recovery.
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I FIBER RESPONSE IN UNIDIRECTIONAL SHAPE MEMORY COMPOSITE

Axial Composite Loading: 0 - 300 MPa - 0 MPa
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Figure 25. Fiber Effective Stress Versus Composite Axial
Strain for Isothermal Stress Cycle and Different
Fiber Volume Fraction Composites.
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I AUSTENITIC PHASE TRANSITION TEMPERATURES

Unidirectional NiTi Fiber/Elastomer Matrix Composites
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Figure 26. Effective Composite Austenitic Phase Temperatures
Obtained From Simulation of the SME Thermal

i Recovery.
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I In the case of elastic fiber, shape memory alloy (SMA) matrix
composites, the composite shape memory response is obtained from

phase transformations occurring within the SMA matrix. Therefore,

the matrix stress and strain state must be monitored during
thermomechanical loading of the composite. To accomplish this, the

rate form of the phase average strain equation

If (t + II

+ vm(t'~ + et+ a!t+ &mj AT)

Using the relations

i= Sitk 0 k1
i = S,~ ~ijk1• (A-2)

I and also

e5 = AmA-3)

along with the result from the phase average stress rate equation

Ik1 I(4 - V.6'~ (A-4)
Vf 

k

I equation (A-i) can be rewritten as

Vf[Sz-kl ' (Okl - Vm41) + a

k1 ij +7T&AT) (A-5)

=SiJklak1+Sý.jklokl+Aiji +im~t+&~jAT

For the case of an SMA matrix, the martensitic fraction rate is

I a-- m (A-6)

I Substituting (36) and (A-6) into (A-5) and rearranging,
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Vm (S'j~k1 Sitkl) 6'kJ + [ (Sijk1 -Sjk1 a;I - V. (4jk S71-S"kj) Okl

(OM _d*V.I V~tf! !a

ij ( "j ." A ( T A .j-v- j)] a• •m
-Ij A T - -(A-7)

<s=•,,-s:k,& , +fS;z " "- s ";kI-Sikl)a

3 Vmi SJ1j i A m m - (As-vA "

U The matrix effective stress rate am is expressed in terms of the

matrix stress rate tensor 0k1 as in (40). Equation (A-7) may thenIo
be solved for the 6m which are then used to compute am. The

3 martensitic fraction rate is then computed from (A-6) and equation

(42) is used to calculate the composite strain rate tensor tj.

6I
U
I
I
I
I
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